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Using quantum computers to simulate polyatomic reaction dynamics has an exponential advantage
in the amount of resources needed over classical computers. Here we demonstrate an exact simulation
of the dynamics of the laser-driven isomerization reaction of assymetric malondialdehydes. We
discretize space and time, decompose the Hamiltonian operator according to the number of qubits
and use Walsh-series approximation to implement the quantum circuit for diagonal operators. We
observe that the reaction evolves by means of a tunneling mechanism through a potential barrier
and the final state is in close agreement with theoretical predictions. All quantum circuits are
implemented through IBM’s QISKit platform in an ideal quantum simulator.

Introduction : Feynman first suggested in his seminal
lecture in 1981 [1] that a complex quantum system can
be efficiently simulated with another quantum system on
which we have much greater control on. This new frame-
work for simulating physics offers exponential advantage
in the resources and time required over classical com-
puters in most of the quantum systems. While at least
thousands of qubits are required to solve classically dif-
ficult problems such as prime factorization and ordered
searching, but few hundreds of qubits are enough to ef-
ficiently simulate quantum systems that are classically
unfeasible [2]. A universal quantum simulator [3] would
be a device that operates on the principles of quantum
mechanics and efficiently simulates the dynamics of any
other many-body quantum systems with short range in-
teractions.

Classical simulation of chemical reaction dynamics is
extremely challenging due to exponential growth in re-
quired resources with increasing degrees of freedom. In
digital quantum simulation, the Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem of interest is written as sum of local Hamiltonians,
the time evolution operator is decomposed by some ap-
proximation methods so that we can implement the dy-
namics of the system using quantum circuits. In recent
years, many algorithms have been proposed to simulate
quantum chemistry problems [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
for example finding molecular energy [13], chemical dy-
namics [7, 14], and their experimental realisation can be
found here [15, 16, 17, 18]. In this article, we have shown
the simulation of laser-induced tunneling phenomena in
chemical isomerization reaction on a cloud-based quan-
tum computing platform QISKit [19]. In the presence
of laser field the hydrogen transfers from the reactant
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state to product state via tunneling through the poten-
tial barrier. To show this tunneling mechanism we have
used three qubits to represent the potential energy curve
on a 8 grid points [20]. The result we observed from
the simulation is in good agreement with the theoreti-
cal prediction. The main motivation of this paper is to
show the simulation of complex quantum dynamics on a
today’s quantum computer consisting of few number of
qubits.

Scheme: There are different strategies that have been
proposed in the literature to achieve laser-driven isomer-
ization reaction. Here we have considered the method
called "hydrogen-subway" proposed by N. Doslic et al.
[21] where the wave packet representing the reactant state
in the presence of applied laser field tunnels through the
potential barrier and gives the product. The reaction
process is shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Isomerization reaction of assymetric malon-
dialdehydes: a hydrogen is transferred from one oxygen to
another one.

For the simulation of laser-driven isomerization reac-
tion in one dimension, we consider the time-dependent
Schrödinger’s equation

i~
∂ψ

∂t
= Hmolψ +Hintψ, (1)
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where the molecular Hamiltonian Hmol is given by

Hmol = T + V. (2)

Here T is the kinetic energy operator and the asymmet-
ric double-well quatric potential V can be implemented
by the potential energy operator as a function of position

V (x) =
∆

2x0
(x− x0) +

Vb −∆/2

x40
(x− x0)2(x+ x0)2 (3)
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FIG. 2. Asymmetric double-well quartic potential. The
reactant and product states are localized in separate wells.

where ±x0 gives the positions of the minima, Vb repre-
sents the height of the barrier and the asymmetry of the
wells can be changed by varying ∆.

The laser-molecule interaction Hamiltonian is

Hint = E(t) = −µε(t) (4)

where µ = ex represents the dipole moment operator and
ε(t) is the driving electric field.

The time evolution of the system is given by

|ψ(t+ dt)〉 = U(t+ dt, t) |ψ(t)〉 (5)

where the time evolution operator U(t+dt, t) is given by
the time-ordered integral

U(t+ dt, t) = τ exp

−i t+dt∫
t

H(τ)dτ)

 , (6)

here τ is the time ordering operator. By using second or-
der Trotter-Suzuki formula we can decompose the prop-
agator U(t+ dt, t) as [22, 23, 24, 25]

U(t+ dt, t) ≈ e−iV2 dte−iE(t+ dt
2 ) dt

2 e−iTdt

× e−iE(t+ dt
2 ) dt

2 e−i
V
2 dt. (7)

Since the kinetic energy operator is diagonal in momen-
tum basis, to make the simulation simpler, we perform
quantum Fourier transform (QFT ) . So the modified
unitary evolution operator takes the following form

U(t+ dt, t) ≈ Vdt/2Edt/2(QFT )Tdt(QFT )−1Edt/2Vdt/2
(8)

Vdt/2 Edt/2 QFT † Tdt QFT Edt/2 Vdt/2

q[2] ↗

q[1] ↗

q[0] ↗

FIG. 3. Quantum circuit for implementing laser driven
isomerization reaction on a 3 qubit system. Only one
time step evolution of the reaction mechanism is illustrated
here.

where the operators

Vdt/2 =e−iV
dt
2

Tdt =e−iTdt

Edt/2 =eiE
dt
2

In our experiments, we have considered a three qubit
system to simulate the reaction dynamics. For that we
discretize the space on 23 = 8 lattice points with spac-
ing ∆x, and we encode the wave function on quantum
registers as

|ψ(x, t)〉 =

2n−1∑
l=0

ψ(xl, t) |l〉 (9)

= ψ(x0, t) |000〉+ ψ(x1, t) |001〉+ ...+ ψ(x7, t) |111〉 .

Similarly, we divide the total time into 20 small time
steps with interval dt = 3.75. We show the reaction
mechanism in three subsequent stages: (a) the initial
time interval where the laser pulse is switched on, (b)
the intermediate interval where the field is kept constant
(c) the final stage where the field is turned off gradually.
The behaviour of the electric field is given by [17]

ε(t) =


ε0 sin2

(
πt
2τ1

)
0 6 t 6 τ1

ε0 τ1 < t < τ2

ε0 sin2
[
π(tf−t)
2(tf−τ2)

]
τ2 6 t 6 tf

For ε0 = 1×10−3, the electric field at different time steps
takes the values

ε(t) =[0.025, 0.206, 0.500, 0.794, 0.975, 1, ...1, 0.975,

0.794, 0.500, 0.206, 0.025]× 10−3

Since we discretized the space using 8 grid points, the
diagonal operators are given by

V = diag [293.78, −0.10, 1.85, 5.41, 5.46, 2.02,

0.18, 305.44]× 10−3

T = diag [0.00, 0.91, 3.63, 8.16, 14.51, 8.16, 3.63,

− 0.91]× 10−3

x = diag [−1.51, −1.08, −0.65, −0.22, 0.22, 0.65,

1.08, 1.51]
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In Fig. 3, we have shown the circuit implementation for
one time step evolution of the chemical reaction. We
make use of Walsh-series approximation [26] for imple-
menting diagonal unitary operators without ancillas.
The detailed method is explained in the supplemental
material. Initially we prepare our state in |ψr〉 = |010〉,

which corresponds to the ground state of the reactant.
During the time evolution we apply the electric field
in such a way that the final state should approach the
product state |ψp〉. After each time step we make the
measurement to keep track of the reaction process.
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FIG. 4. The measured probabilities of the reactant state and the product state : (a) The decrease in population
of the reactant state with increasing time step is depicted. (b) As the time evolves the reactant is converted into product. At
about t = 10dt, there is significant probability of finding both the reactant and product in |011〉 and |100〉 states respectively,
which are between the potential barrier. This confirms that this reaction is essentially a tunneling phenomena.

Results: In Fig. 6 we have illustrated the reaction
process in three different time intervals. Initially the
reactant is localized in left potential well, by introducing
the laser pulse the reactant starts converting into su-
perposition of near-degenerate delocalized state. In the
intermediate stage constant electric filed is applied, the
wave packet representing the reactant starts to tunnels
through the barrier. At the final stage we turn off the
laser pulse, which results in the stabilization of wave
function as product state in the right potential well.
The probabilities of reactant and product state during
twenty time step evolution is shown in Fig. 4. The
continuous transformation of reactant to product state
is clearly observed from the Fig. 5. At the end of the
reaction the population of the product state reaches 78%.
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FIG. 5. The population of the reactant state (green) and
the product state (blue) in each time steps during the reac-
tion process is depicted. As the time evolves, the reactant is
gradually converted into product.
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FIG. 6. Reaction mechanism in three different time in-
tervals: (a) Initially we apply the laser pulse such that the re-
actant starts converting into super position of near-degenerate
delocalised states. (b) In the second time domain, the applied
laser field is kept constant so that the wave packet tunnels
through the barrier from reactant state to product state. (c)
In the final stage we turn off the laser field so that we will get
the product state.

The simulation has been performed in IBM’s ideal
quantum simulator (ibmq_qasm_simulator) using 3
qubits. Since the number of gate operations are very
large, using the quantum processor was impractical be-
cause of accumulation of gate errors.

Conclusion: To summarize, we have demonstrated
quantum simulation of laser-driven chemical isomeriza-
tion reaction in its entirety in 20 discrete time steps. In
each time step we have discretized the wave function in
position basis to keep track of the product yield and the
progress of the reaction. The formation of product from
reactant can be better understood as a tunneling phe-
nomena through a potential barrier. The final state and
the yield of product is in strong agreement with theoret-
ical predictions.

Efficient simulation of polyatomic reactions is one of
the biggest objective of quantum chemistry and quan-
tum simulation. The method we have used to implement
arbitrary diagonal operators in a quantum circuit do not
require any ancillary qubits. Further, depending on the
degree of discretization, the circuit can be easily scaled
to any number of qubits.

Accurate simulation of reaction dynamics over a long
stretch of time requires quantum processors that have
high coherence time and low gate and readout error. All
of the currently available open quantum computing plat-
forms (IBM, Riggeti, etc.) have high gate errors that
prohibit precise simulation of multi-molecular reactions
for a long period of time. With proper error-correction,
this simulation can be run on a quantum processor in
future.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: DIGITAL QUANTUM SIMULATION OF LASER-PULSE INDUCED
TUNNELING MECHANISM IN CHEMICAL ISOMERISATION REACTION

To implement an arbitrary diagonal unitary operator
using quantum circuit we need to decompose it into a se-
quence of at most two-level unitary gates. This is an ar-
dous task for most operators that we encounter in nature
[25]. In this paper, we apply a method given by Welch et
al. [26] using Walsh function and Walsh operators with-
out requiring any ancillary qubits. We demonstrate this
method in n = 3 qubits for one of the operators V .

The discrete Walsh-Hadamard function (or Walsh
function) is sampled by discretizing the interval [0, 1)
into N = 2n points, giving us xj = j/N where j =
0, 1, ..., N − 1. Each element of the Walsh function can
be obtained from

wij = (−1)
∑n

k=1 ikxk , (10)

which for n = 3, gives us a 8× 8 matrix

W8 =



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1


(11)

For demonstration, we implement the operator as fol-
lows

Vdt/2 = eif̂j = e−iV dt/2 (12)

The discretized eigenfunction for this operator is

fj = −V × dt

2
=− [9.113, −0.003, 0.057, 0.168,

0.169, 0.063, 0.006, 9.475] (13)

The discrete Walsh-Fourier transform of fj is

ai =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

fjwij (14)

The Walsh operator ŵi corresponding to it is found from
the reversed binary string of i. For instance, to find ŵ4

on n = 3 qubits, we bit-reverse i = 100 (which is 001)
and replace the zeros by identity and ones by Pauli Z
gates. This gives us ŵ4 = Î ⊗ Î ⊗ Ẑ.

Using these pairs of Walsh-Fourier functions andWalsh
operators, any n qubit diagonal operator can be ex-
pressed as a sequence of N = 2n exponential unitary
operators given by

Û =
N−1∏
i=0

Ûi =
N−1∏
i=0

eiaiŵi (15)

Here the circuit for each operator Ûj is a rotation gate
about Z axis given by Ri ≡ RZ(θi) = e−iZθi/2 where
θi = −2ai. To reduce number of redundant gates and
gate error, we rearrange these operators in sequency or-
der [27]. Using Eq. (14) we calculate the Walsh-Fourier
coefficients and the corresponding rotations

ai θi = −2ai
a0 -19.041 θ0 38.083
a1 0.377 θ1 -0.754
a2 -18.127 θ2 36.254
a3 0.363 θ3 -0.727
a4 -18.796 θ4 37.593
a5 0.349 θ5 -0.698
a6 -18.362 θ6 36.725
a7 0.357 θ7 -0.713

Fig. 7 shows the optimal quantum circuit that uses
Walsh operators to implement any diagonal unitary op-
erator for three qubits.

|q0〉 R1 • • • •

|q1〉 R3 R2 • •

|q2〉 R6 R7 R5 R4

FIG. 7. Optimal circuit for implementing a diagonal unitary operator on a 3 qubit system: the Walsh operators
are sequency ordered which cancels CNOT gates between adjacent gates. The rotation gates about Z axis are Ri ≡ RZ(−2ai).
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